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In Vendor Managed Inventory, vendor have the obligation to maintain 
the retail stores they serve with sufficient inventory levels. Consider 
an oil tanker vehicle which visits n retail stations every day. The ve-
hicle has fixed capacity and is responsible for replenishing those retail 
stations in a fixed sequence. During transportation, inventory in the 
stations is depleted. We model this problem with the objective in 
maximizing profit. We deal with deterministic and stochastic stations' 
demand. A greedy Algorithm is developed for the case where station 
demand is deterministic. In the second part, we use dynamic program-
ming to construct the optimal decision policy for the case when the 
demand is stochastic in each station. 
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In typical business model, every party in the supply chain will man-
age their own inventory alone, resulting in inefficient inventory control 
such as the Bull whip effect. Many industries have accepted the use 
of Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) model recently. VMI deal with 
supply chains in which distributors have full control of allocating in-
ventory to various retailers (customers). Traditionally, the retailers or 
customers order what they need from the distributors or the manufac-
turer independently. The retailers itself do have their own inventory 
plan. However, in VMI model, the manufacturers gather data from 
all retailers about their sales and stock levels. The vendor is responsi-
ble for creating and maintaining on inventory plan and replenishment 
policy. 
This kind of model has been widely used in many areas and es-
pecially found successful in franchising business like "Seven-eleven", 
"Circle-K" and retail chain stores such as ParknShop. In this thesis, 
we will use the gasoline vendor and stations as an example to illustrate 
the situation. In those VMI retailers, inventory is managed by the 
1 
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company central supply chain department not the stores itself. The 
benefits of VMI result from better information flow to both parties. 
They can maintain lower total inventories and better stock location for 
terminal users. 
In practicing Vendor Managed Inventory, the vendor owns a number 
of vehicles to serve several retailers. In addition, the replenishment 
frequency and delivery quantity is planed by the vendor. For example, 
in a particular day, the vendor has a list of retailers which is going to 
be replenished. In order to save transportation cost, retailers whose 
demands are comparably small and closed in location will be jointly 
served by a single vehicle. Then the selected vehicle will have to visit 
the assigned stations one by one. 
This thesis is motivated by an application with a gasoline vendor 
with multiple retail stations. Every day, the driver of the vendor vehicle 
will receive a list of stations to be visited. They should follow a fixed 
route of delivery. The station's inventory is still in consumption before 
the vehicle arrival. The vehicle is facing the trade-off of filling the first 
few stations or leaving the inventory for those at the end of the route. 
We divide our thesis into three parts. The first one we assume sta-
tions' demand is deterministic and develop a greedy algorithm for the 
optimal solution. Then, we consider the stochastic demand with the 
decision made before vehicle arrival utilized an optimal solution con-
dition. Finally, we will look into the problem with stochastic demand 
when the decision can be made using inventory level at the stations. 
We can find out the optimal policy in analytical form. 
This problem does not only applied to the oil or gasoline station, 
but also to applications such as vending machines, government logistics 
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departments, supermarkets etc. 
1.1 Structure of thesis 
This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we will discuss the 
literature in the inventory routing problem and vendor managed inven-
tory problem. In Chapter 3, we introduce notation and cost structure 
for our problem. We will also formulate the basic model and state our 
assumptions. In Chapter 4, the Greedy algorithm for the stationary de-
mand problem is developed. We discuss the stochastic demand version 
of our problem in Chapter 5. Two different settings for the problem 
are going to be investigated, numerical example is provided in Chapter 
6 where we compare the performance of the two settings in Chapter 
5. Lastly chapter we summarize the results of this thesis and suggest 
potential extensions. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
The inventory and routing problem has been studied since 70s. Bel-
trami and Dobin [7] modeled a network and routing problem for waste 
collection. Recent application on Vendor Managed Inventory include 
the chain stores, vending machines and gasoline stations. Cachon [6] 
applied the VMI model for the well-known food production manufac-
turer -Campbell Soup. 
A. M. Campbell, L. W. Clarke and W.P. Savelsbergh [1] stated that 
there are three main issues in the inventory routing problem. 1) When 
to serve. 2) How much to deliver, and 3) which route to use. In our 
problem, we are focusing on the second part that is, the quantity of 
inventory to be served to each customer in the route. Existing literature 
on the amount to deliver in the inventory routing problem. Differs 
mainly on the type of demand , e.g. deterministic demand versus 
stochastic, short period or infinite horizon. 
For deterministic demand, Bell et al. [5j used integer programming 
to an inventory routing problem at Air Products and Chemicals. Chris-
tiansen [11], [9]，[10] modelde shipment planning using mixed integer 
4 
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programming techniques with deterministic parameters. 
Stochastic vehicle and inventory routing problems have gained in-
creasing attention in recent years, due to their practical importance. 
Barnes-Schuster and Bassok [4] studied the single depot multi-retailer 
system with stochastic demands, linear inventory costs, and backlog-
ging over infinite horizon and used simulation to analyze the effective-
ness of the proposed strategy. Laporte, Louveaux, and Van Hamme[16 
proposed a failure penalty if a customer's demand is not satisfied in the 
capacitated vehicle routing problem. Secomandi [20] studied a rollout 
algorithm for sequentially improving a given priori solution for a single 
vehicle problem. An integer L-shaped solution is proposed. Singer, 
Donoso, and Jar a [21] described an application of a vehicle routing 
model with random demands for the distribution of liquefied petroleum 
gas. Dror and Ball [12] formulated short-term inventory routing prob-
lem. Usually, all the replenishment decisions are made before the actual 
arrival at stations. 
Some research is devoted to the problem where a vehicle carrying 
the inventory replenishes a set of customers.The first articles integrat-
ing vehicle routing problems and inventory allocation in one warehouse 
with multiple retailer included Federgruen and Zipkiri [15] and Feder-
griien Prastacos and Zipkiri [14]. M. Dror, M. Ball and B. Golden[17] 
study an application where a fleet of trucks is dispatched over a set of 
routes to re-supply a subset of the customers daily real data are used 
in their computational experiments. D.M. Topkis [13] considered a sin-
gle product with miilti location inventory where demands are observed 
every sub-period and ordering is allowed only once every period. Kley-
wegt, Nori, Savelsbergh [2],[3] used dynamic programming to solve the 
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stochastic inventory routing problem with long horizon. We will also 
use dynamic programming techniques, see Bertsekas, D P [8], in the 
problem with stochastic demand. 
Our problem formulation is most closely related to Berman and 
Larson [18]. They consider an industrial gas tanker visiting n customers 
each day and use Dynamic Programming to solve the problem using 
a linear cost function. In our problem we use a piecewise linear cost 
function in which we consider the penalty when the vehicle cannot fulfill 
the minimum requirement of the station. Y. Bassok [22] considered a 
problem similar to ours. They prove the existence of a threshold value 
in all stations for replenishment. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Problem description and 
formulation 
Our problem can be described as follows. A vehicle is assigned to deliver 
oil n stations in a chain. The preliminary inventory levels of those 
stations are known before the vehicle leaves the depot. The vehicle 
visits all the stations one by one. During this time, the inventory in 
each station is consumed. The allocation policy has to account for the 
change in inventory levels during this time. 
The oil vendor has contracts with station retailers specifying the 
unit wholesale price of each kiloliter of oil; not necessarily the same 
for all stations. The vehicle visits all stations every period (day). The 
route for a particular vehicle is fixed in advance. For each station, 
with inventory level lower than a particular threshold when the vehicle 
departs, faces a safety problem. Therefore, if the vehicle cannot fill the 
minimum safety level of the station, a penalty will be charged for each 
unmet unit. Each station has its own capacity limit. 
We may consider the delivery tour as a sequence of decision pro-
7 
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cesses. The vehicle will make the replenishment decision for each sta-
tion one by one. In addition, when the vehicle arrives to particular 
station i, if the tanker delivers too much in this station it may not 
have enough oil for the next stations which can make more money. 
However, if it delivers too little, there may be oil leftover after the 
whole trip and the remain oil will incur extra handling fee or with sal-
vage value which is less than selling it to any of the stations. Therefore, 
the replenishment decisions at the stations play a crucial rule in the 
profits of the distributor. 
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3.2 Cost Structure 
Let Xi denote the replenishment amount to station i. Selling each unit 
of oil to station i, the vendor can gain 飞 . B e f o r e leaving the depot, 
there is initial information about the station inventory When the 
vehicle arrives station i, the current inventory level k becomes known. 
Let I.i be the consumed demand of station i, which is the different 
between the initial and the current inventory level. If the sum of the 
initial inventory in station i plus the decision xi is lower than the safety-
level a,-, ai dollars for each unmet unit of demand will be charged. The 
total inventory available for replenishing the stations limited by the 
vehicle capacity K'^. Each station has its own capacity limit hi. After 
visiting all the stations, the remaining oil was salvage value 6 per unit. 
Table 3.1 summarizes the notation used in the model. 
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Type Symbol Description 
Parameters 6 the salvage value per unit 
ai the penalty cost per unit of unmet demand 
7i the unit sales price 
K^ vehicle capacity 
If initial inventory in station i 
before vehicle leaves the depot 
l.i inventory of station i when the vehicle arrives 
li demand in station i before the vehicle arrival, 
i.e. l i = if — li 
b.i capacity of station i 
a,: safety level of station i 
Decision variable xi Replenishment amount for station i 
Table 3.1: Notation 
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3.2 Cost Structure 
In our model, we assume that each product is describe, e.g. a gallon 
of oil, a box of fresh food, etc. We utilize the marginal cost concept 
to describe the contribution of each station. For each delivery from 
the distributor to the station, the latter can gain 7‘ dollars per unit 
sales. This unit price is fixed and known to the 2 parties in advance. 
If the vehicle delivers more than the unused capacity of each station 
no gain is made for excess supply. Apart from the capacity b.i, there is 
also a safety level a,, in each station. This safety level mutually agreed 
between the distributor and the retailers. Once the distributor cannot 
meet the safety level after a delivery, a penalty cost ai will be imposed 
per unit of unmet demand. 
The profit made in each station is always the amount, replenished 
in station i is Xi 
liXi — ai{ai -k- Xi)^ 
When the truck completes the route, if there is remaining inventory 
in the truck, only 6 dollars per unit can be salvaged. Without loss of 
generality 6 < % < + for each station i. 
Consider figure 3.1. It describes the profit made in station i against 
the inventory filled in that station. There is a turning point when the 
inventory filled in station i equals a,： — li，i.e., safety level of station i 
is unmet. When the replenishment amount in station i is below ai 一 1“ 
the marginal profit made is at + After that , the marginal profit 
will decrease to 7.^ . The slope in figure 3.1 represents the marginal 
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Profit Structure of Station i 
unit profit ( b - I) ！ ^ 
g unit profit ( a - I) 
完 / 
I / ; 
召 / 
I / i 
^ 7一；......... 
-penalty ( a _ I 厂 
0 a-丨 b - l 
Inventory filled in station i 
Figure 3.1: Profit against inventory filled in station i 
profit made as a function of the amount shipped in station i. This is a 
piecewise linear function. 
It is desirable that all customers' inventory is completely replenished 
to the capacity level of each station. However, each vehicle has a limited 
capacity We may assume that the amount carried by the vehicle is 
not enough to fill all the stations to hi, that is — “）> K^. Then, 
the replenishment amount for each station must be investigated. 
3.3 Assumptions 
Assumption 1. Without loss of generality, the salvage value of the 
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inventory should be small than all selling price 
ai + j i〉7 i > for Vi = 1，...，n 
Assumption 2. The vehicle capacity should be smaller than sum 
of stations' capacities. 
KO < E i i bi 
Assumption 3. Before the vehicle leaves the depot the station 
inventory levels are /?，...，广?，...，The tanker's capacity should at 
least fulfill all customers' safety requirements at that time, 
/^o > However, when the vehicle leaves the depot, inven-
tory in all station is being consummated. It is not guaranteed that the 
safety levels of all stations will be fulfilled after the trip is completed. 
Assumption 4. We assume that the route is fixed. The driver will 
receive a list of stations he needs to visit for a day. 
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3.4 Problem Formulation 
Our objective is to maximize the net profit that can be obtained. There 
are three constraints in the problem： (1) the capacity constraint of the 
truck; the total inventory allocated into all stations should not be larger 
than the truck capacity, (2) the capacity constraints in each station; 
the inventory in each station cannot exist its capacity limit; and (3) 
the amounts Xi are positive integers, 
maxxi Zir=i{7i‘Ti - c^iidi - Xi + 
^ X i < /^。 （3.1) 
工i + < bi (3.2) 
Xi G (3.3) 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Stations with deterministic 
demand 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the initial inventory level all 
stations If is known before the vehicle leaves the depot. However, when 
the vehicle travels from the depot to the stations, it will take time on 
the road. During this time, the inventory in stations depletes. In this 
section, we discuss the problem with stationary consuming rate. As 
a result the inventory level of station i is completely predictable and 
known. We refer to this as the deterministic demand problem. Then, 
the inventory level of the station when the vehicle arrives is k = If — /“ 
where li is deterministic. 
4.1 Greedy Algorithm 
In this model, the actual inventory level is predictable before the vehicle 
leaves the depot. The decision can be made before the arrival of the 
vehicle. We can use a Greedy algorithm to solve this problem. 
15 
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Greedy Algorithm: 
1. Sort the stations in non-increasing order of ai + 飞 
2. Fill the stations up to safety level ai according to the sorted in 
step (1). 
3. If there is inventory remaining in the vehicle.Then, go to Step 4, 
otherwise stop. 
4. Sort all the stations by non-increasing order of 
5. Fill with stations up to its capacity bi according to the sorted list 
in step (4) until all inventory is used up or all the stations are 
filled to capacity. 
4.2 Example 
Assume that we have three stations to serve. We refer to them as 
station 1，2 and 3. Table 5.1 illustrates the data parameters of the 
example. 
In step 1, we sort the stations in non-increasing order of ai + 
Therefore, we will have the sequence 1, 3, 2 of stations. Hence, we first 
fill station 1 to its safety level and then stations 3 and 2. 
After all stations are filled up to the safety level, if there is still in-
ventory available, we will sort the station in non-increasing order of 
Therefore we will have the order 3, 2 1 for the stations. Then we 
should first fill station 3 up to capacity. 
As an example, if the vehicle capacity is 100 units of oil, then station 
1 will get 30 units, station 2 will get 30 and finally station 3 will get 40. 
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Parameters station 1 station 2 station 3 
7i 50 60 70 
tti 40 20 15 
ji + ai 90 80 85 
ai 30 30 30 
bi 60 60 60 
Table 4.1: Parameters of the example 
In the algorithm above, all but one stations are filled no inventory 
up to the safety level to capacity. One station may not satisfy either 
of the above three scenario. This is because when a station j is going 
to be filled to its safety level or the station capacity, but the remaining 
inventory may not be enough to do so. 
4.3 Properties 
The solution produced by the Greedy algorithm has the following prop-
erties: 
Property 1. Due to the assumption ai-\-ji > j i > (^、，for Vf 二 1,... ’ n. 
If there exists station i with Xi > at - l“ then for all station j + i 
00 J ^^ G/〕 If J . 
Property 2. At most one station will not be filled up to capacity. In 
addition, this station will have the following properties： 
1. if X j < ttj — I j , 
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• 7j + cxj > 7i + Qii for Vi in which x-i = 0 
• 7j + Oij < 7i + Qti for Vi, in which k + Xi = bi 
2. if Xj > CLj — Ij, 
• a j > Oii for Vi, in which Xi + k = a,. 
• OLj < ai for Vz, in which Xi-V-k = hi 
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Proof of the Greedy algorithm. 
Let {rci，...，Xn} be the inventory allocation produced by the GREEDY 
Algorithm and that the optimal allocation is {xi , . . . , Xn} 
If there exists an optimal solution which is not equal to the allocation 
by the GREEDY Algorithm, then Xk is the optimal allocation of for 
station k, where Xk < Xk-
Let Ck = Xk — Xk be the excess amount from station k. Transfer this 
amount into any station i such that Xi > Xi. 
Let L be the net loss of reducing the inventory of station k by e^  and 
let G be the net gain of allocating tk to another station i. 
• If ttfc < Xk + Ik < h 
then by properties 2, 
Xk = hk — h ^ j such that aj > ak 
L = akCk 
G = a.i.ek and ak > c^, for Xi < ai — k 
• If Xk + lk< Clj, 
then by properties 2, 
L = (ak + 7fc)efc 
G = (cKi + 7i)efc and (ai + j i) < (ak + 7fc) for 0 < Xi < ai — k 
G = aiCk and a,- < (ak + 7A:) for Xi = ai - k 
IN all cases, G < L, contradiction to optimality of {xi , . . . , fn}. There-
fore, the Greedy Algorithm is optimal. Q.E.D. 
Although it is not common to have deterministic demand in the 
real world ,this can provide the insight in the priority of replenishing 
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stations. One may think that having highest selling price will have 
the higher priority in filling inventory. However, from this Greedy 
algorithm, we see that there are 2 criteria in selecting the station to 
be replenished first. The first one is the order of 7^  + 0；^  Once all 
stations filled to the safety level, the priority of a station is according 
to 7i. As a result, the priority of any stations depends on j i + at 
and 7i. This provides a rough idea of the importance of a station. 
If the transportation time of the problem is insignificant, that is the 
consumption of station demand is very small during this time, then 
this Greedy algorithm will provide an optimal solution. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Stations with stochastic 
demand 
In the chapter we assume that the actual inventory level of each sta-
tion is not known until after the vehicle arrives. We assume that the 
vehicle will have preliminary information about the inventory level and 
the distribution of demand before it starts its trip. The demand in 
each station before the vehicle arrives is assumed to follow stochastic 
process. 
Let (I>i be the probability density function and the cumulative distri-
bution function of li. Before we go into the details of the two settings 
associated with stochastic demand, we have the following lemmas which 
help us make optimal decisions. 
Define Afix) = f{x)-f{x-l) 
Lemma 1. let f , g be increasing concave function and s be a constant. 
Consider the optimization problem. 
21 
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max g(x) + /(r - x) (5.1) 
r<x<s 
The optimal solution of (5.1), x* satisfies the following: 
Ag(x*) = Af{s-x*)}, 
or X* = n if Ag(x)-八/(s - a;) > 0 for allr <x < s 
or X* = m if Ag(x) — A/(s - x) < 0 for allr < x < s. 
Proof of Lemma 1. 
Since /，g are increasing and concave, we have 
Ag{x) > 0 and Ag(oc) — Ag(x - 1) < 0 for all m < x < n 
A f ( x ) > 0 and A f (x ) - Af(x - 1) < 0 for all m < x < n 
Due to the first order necessary condition, 
rn，when Ag(x) — A/(n - x) < 0, Vm < x <ri in which (*) is strictly decreasin 
X* = \ n , when Ag{x) — A/(n - x) > 0, Vm < x <n m which (*) is strictly increasing 
max{a; G (rn,... ,n)\Ag{x) > A / (n - x)}, otherwise 
\ 
Let F{x) = A/(a;),G(a:) = Ag{x) 
AF{x) < 0 and AG{x) < 0 because g{x), f(x) are concave 




V{n) = max {(/iW +/ (n - x)} (5.2) 
Tn<x<n 
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If f，g are increasing concave functions, then V is also increasing and 
concave. 
Proof of Lemma 2. 
Let X* be the optimal solution of 
Since / , g are increasing concave, the optimal solution of V(n + 1 )= 
g{x* + 1) + f(n - X*) or V{n + 1) = g(x*) + /(n — rc* + 1) 
\/(n+l)-V(n) = g(x*) + f(n - x* + 1) - ^(x*) - f(n - x*) 




Therefore, V is increasing over n. 
We will use the property that 2V(n) > V{n-hl) + V(n- 1) to prove 
the concavity. Let 
V'(n) 二 2V(n) - V{n + 1) + V(n - 1) 
Since j\g are increasing and concave, and from Lemma 1，the opti-
mal solution of V(n + 1) = g{x* + 1) + f{n - x*) 
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，for Ag{x* + 1) > Af(n- x*) and Ag(x* + 2) < A/ (n -a:* - 1). 
Vin + 1) = g(x*) + f{n - x*1) 
，for Ag{x*) > A/ (n-x* + l) and Ag{x* + 1) < A/(n-a:*) or a;" = m. 
The optimal solution of V{n - 1) = g{x* - 1) + f(n — x*) 
,for Ag{x* - 1) > A/(n — re*) and /^g{x*) <Af{n-x'*- 1). 
，for Ag{x* + 1) < A/ (n - x*) and Ag{x*) > A/(n - a:* - 1). 
Case 1. 
V(n + 1) = g{x* + 1) + f(n — x*) and V ( n - l ) = g{x* — 1) + /(n - x*) 
Then, 
V' = 2{咖*) + /(71-工”}-
{g(x* + 1) + fin - 0：”} - {gix* - 1) + fin - x^} 
=Ag(x*) - ^ I) 
> 0 
Case 2. 
V(n+1) = + / (n — re* + 1) and V{n-1) = g{x*) + f(n - x^ - 1) 
Then, 
V' = 2{g(x*) + f { n - x n } -
{g{xn + f{n + 1 ) } - 綱 + fin - :r* - 1)} 
= A / ( n - x * ) - A / ( n - x * + l) 
> 0 
Case 3. When V{n + 1) = g{x*) + f{n - x*I) and 
V(n-\) = g(x*-l)^f(n-x*) 
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Then, 
V' = 2{g(x*)-hf(n-xn}-
{g(xn + f ( n + 1)} - {g(x* - 1) + fin - X*)} 
> 0 (by 6.3 and Lemma 1 x* = m 
Case 4. This case is not possible V(n + 1) = g{x* + 1) + f{n — x*) 
and V{n - 1) = g(x*) + /(n - x* - 1) because /, g are increasing and 
concave. 
For all the above cases, V' 二 2\/(n) - V(n + 1) + V{n - 1) > 0. 
Therefore, V is increasingly concave given f,g is also increased con-
cave. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 3. 
MK) = Ei,[Vi{K;k)]. 
If Vi(K\ li) is increasing and concave, then is also increasing concave. 
Proof of Lemma 3. 
Function Vi{K\li) is increasing concave and hence 
2Vi{K; li) > Vi{K - 1; li) + Vi(K + 1; h). Equivalently, 
2/⑷(z) = 
Q.E.D. 
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We will make use of the properties in the above lemmas to prove the 
following results. 
5.1 Decision planned before arrival 
In this section, we assume that the vehicle will make its decision about 
replenishment before realization of station demand. We will relax the 
constraint xi h < h , since the actual demand is known after the 
decision made. Therefore the sales of selling xi units of oil to station i 
will be min(xi, 6,； — y . 
Let Vi(K) be the expected profit completing a tour of i customers, given 
K units of inventory currently in the vehicle's tank. 
We formulate the optimal dynamic equation as below: 
/V A. 
yi{f<) = max {E“[7.imin(:r, bi — k) - ai(ai - k - x)^] + Vi+i{K - a:)|5.3) 
0<x<K 
The terminal function is = 6K 
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Lemma 4. Function gi{x) = Ei^[7imin(a:, bi - k) — ai(ai — k - is 
increasing and concave 
Proof. 
^gM = gi{x) - gi(x - 1) 
bi—x bi ai—x 
= ^ liX(j)i{li) + Ji(bi - li)(k〈li) - ^ ai(ai - h - x)(f)i(li) 
li=Q li=bi-x + l li=0 
bi-(x-l) bi 
-[E - imi) + E - k)uh) 
li=0 li=bi-{x-\)+\ 
ai~{x~\) 
- a i ( a i -li-(x- l))(f)i(li), 
li=0 
bi-x 
= X 飞 X - - - Ji(x - l)(f)i{hi -x-\-l) 
li=Q 
一 - X + 1) 
ttj-x 
+ai ^ (f)i(li) + aicpiiat - a： + 1) 
li=0 
= _ re) + ai$(ai 一 x) 
> 0 
Therefore, gi{x) is increasing function. 
Also, define 
Gi{x) = Agi(x) 
AGi(x) = Gi(x) - Gi{x - 1) 
=-ji(f)(hi - x) - ai(f)(ai 一 x) 
< 0 
Therefore, gi{x) is increasing and concave. 
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Theorem 1. Vi{K) is increasing concave for all i. 
Proof 
A 
We will employ induction. The terminal function Vn+\(K) = SK is 
strictly linear increasing function of K. Assume Vi+i{k) is increasingly 
A 
concave over k. We want to prove that Vi(k) is also increasingly con-
A 
cave over A;.Note that, Vi{K) = msiXo<x<KlEi-{ji min(a:, bi — lij—cti(ai — 
-x)] 
gi{x) — min(a:, hi — [,) — Oii[ai — k — is increasing and concave 
(see Lemma 4). 
八 A 
ViiK) = maxo<x<Klffi(x) + Vi+i{K — re)] is increasing and concave 
since g“ V^ +i are both increasing and concave, (by inductive hypothesis 
and lemma 2) We conclude that Vi(K) is also increasing and concave. 
Q.E.D. 
Using the concavity properties of Vi{K), we can develop the optimal 
decision policy for station i when the available oil in the tank equals is 
K. 
/ 
Theorem 2. The optimal expected profit is obtained for x* K, if AVi+i(x) < - x) + 
、max{x e {0,i^}|AV;+i(x) > ji 
Proof By Lemma 4, gi is increasing concave .Also, we proved that T/j+i 
is also increasing and concave for all i. Since 
K ( ^ ) = niin{x, k - k] - - h x)+} + x)} 
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Lemma 2 yield that the optimal solution x* stated as above. Q.E.D. 
In this model, we did not make use of the latest information of the 
station inventory status after the arrival of the vehicle. As a result, we 
risk that our decision for a station i exceeds the available capacity at 
that station.and for potential profits that can be made by that excess 
amount. 
5.2 Decision made after vehicle arrival 
In this subsection, we assume that the decision is made after the vehicle 
arrived to each station. As a result, the has available information of 
the inventory level of station. 
Besides, the traveling time from station to station may not be an-
ticipated. We can model the effect of the transportation time into the 
demand variation of the stations. For ease of presentation, we assume 
that the station's demand follow a poisson processes. The vehicle will 
visit all the assigned stations in predetermined route. Denote the trav-
eling time from the depot to station 1 by ti and from station i to z + 1 
by ti+i. Each station has demand that follows poisson distribution 
with average Aj per unit of time. Therefore, the demand of station 
i,i.e. li, follows poisson distribution with mean (to h 亡 W h e n 
the vehicle arrives to station m, the actual traveling time taken from 
depot to that station will be realized, such that to,... ,tm will no longer 
be a random variable. The realized traveling time useful in predicting 
demand information for subsequent stations. 
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The optimal dynamic equation : 
Vi(K; li) = max [jiX - ai{ai - k - + fi+i{K - x)] (5.4) 
0<x<min {K,bi-li) 
where fi+i{z) = E/…’…人[V^i(之;- /i+i)+: 
The terminal function is Vn+\{K] 0) = Define fn+\{z) = 6z. Given 
levels li+i,...’ li define the critical numbers z} and zfdiS follows: 
Lei A = - - 1), 
• I fA/ i+i( l )<7< + a,.，zZ=0, 
otherwise 
zl = max{z e { 0 ’ > + ai}. 
• If A / ⑷ ( 1 ) < 7 “ 2 二 0， 
otherwise 
zf = max{2 G { 0 ， > 7,:}. 
Theorem 3.Vi{K] li) is increasing concave in K^i. 
Proof we employ induction. Obviously, Vi[K\k) is increasing function 
mK. We are going to use 2Vi(K; U) > Vi(K-l] li)-\-Vi(K^l; U) to show 
that Vi{K; li) is increasing and concave. When i = n, fn+i(z) 二 <^2；，and 
Vn{I<-, In) = max {-inX _ 0；“仅„ 一 ‘ _ x)^ + 6(K — x)} 
0<x<min {K,bn—ln) 
By assumption, ^n > (^ n > and hence the optimal policy of station 
n\s X* = mill (A', bn - In)- Then 
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‘ 
InK - anian — In —幻+ , K < bn - L 
Vn(K,ln)= I 
InK — 6{K - (bn — In)), K > b^ - In-
\ 
and hence, Vn(K] In) is increasing and concave. 
Suppose that Vi+i{K] k+i) is increasing and concave. By Lemma 3, 
fi+i(K) is also increasingly concave. Let h(x) 二 飞iO： - ai(ai — li — a:)+， 
if X < ttj — li, then 
Ah(x) = h(x) - h(x - 1) 
= l i + O L i 
if 工〉a,- - I“ then 
Ah{x) = h(x) - h(x - 1) 
= l i 
Therefore, h(x) is increasing and concave. 
max {h{x) + - x)) 
0<x<min(K,6i-'i) 
By Lemma 2，Vi(K] k) is also increasing and concave for all i. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.For each i = 0, ...,n,Vi(K] li) is increasing and concave 
with respect to 0 < K < K^, for any given li.Furthermore, at each 
stage i, the optimal replenishment policy is as follows: 
{i) if k > at, X* = rnid{K - zf,0, hi - k); 
(ii) if li < a,:，a:* = mid{inm{K - z}, hi - /i), m'ax{K 一 zf, 0), ai - li) 
；where mi(i{u, v, w) = v ifu<v<w. 
Proof We use induction. For j 二 n + 1’ the result trivial based on the 
definition of fi+i. Suppose that for the result j = ..., n, the result 
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holds. Let's look at the iih. stage. For poisson processes /终1，...，/打, 
Vi+\{z; (/f^i — /i+i)+) is increasing and concave, and hence by lemma 
2 fi+\{z) is increasing and concave. 
Let y = K — X, 
ViiK-,k)= max K,h)} (5.5) 
where 
Fi+i(y] K, k) = ji(K -y)- ai{ai + + fi+i{y). 
Case 1: li > at 
Hence, 
Fi+Ay;K,Q = 7i(K-y) + f““y). 
Let g(y) = yi{K - y). Then Ag(y) = ji 
and by assumption, fi-\-i{y) is increasing and concave. 
We distinguish the subcase for k. \) K < zf, 
by Lemma 1, Vi(K] It) attains its maximum at x* = 0 
ii) zf<K< zf + (6,— “), 
Then A/⑷("）> 7i’Vy G {0’...’么?}’ and 
In this case, by Lemma 1, y* = a;* 二 K - zf 
iii) K > zf + (hi - h). 
Then K - (6^  - k) > 0， 
A/i+i(2) < ji.Wz e{K - (hi - h), •••’ K}, and 
by Lemma I, y* = K - (hi - x* = hi — k 
Combining i), ii), iii), we get x* = mid{K — zf, 0, hi 一 k). 
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/i+iW K <zf 
V^/^; k) = iK - zf) + zj<K< zf + k - k 
lr(bi - li) + /i+i(K — (bi - li)) K > zf + hi - h 
\ 
Case 2: li < ai 
In this case, we distinguish 3 subcases, i) K < di - k. 
Then fovO<y< K, 
Fi{y; K, k) = + ai)(K - y) — (a； - li)ai + fi+i(y) 
Let g(y)=(飞 + ai)(K - y). They A^(^) 二 7i + 
by assumption, fi+i{y) is increasing and concave. 
If K < zl 
by Lemma 1，y* = K, x* =0 
U K > zl 
A/i+ife) > (7i + ai)，V2/e { 0 ， … ’ 之 
A/i+ife) < (7i + Q;i),Vy e + and 
by Lemma 1, y* = z], x* = K - z] 
ii) di — li < K < bi — li, 
This case is broken further into 2 subcases 
a)0<y < K - (at - h), they 
Then, g{y)=从K - y), and Ag(y) 二 飞 . a n d 
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by assumption, fi+i(y) is increasing and concave. 
If K - (ai - li) < zf, and 
A/i+ito) > 7i, € {0,...’ K-(ai- li)}, 
y* = K - {ai- li), X* = di — k 
If K - (at — li) > zf, and 
and, y* = zf, x* = K - zf 
0 ) K - {ai - l i ) < y < K , 
Fi{y; K, li) = (7, + ai)(K - y) - {at - k)ai + fi+i{y) 
As in case 2 i), if K < z- we have 
y* = K, X* =0 
if K > zl we have 
y* = zl x^ = K - zl 
iii) K > bi - li, 
This case is further broken down to 2 subcases 
a) For K -{bi- li) <y<K- (ai - h). Then, 
Fi(y]KJi)=^iK-jiy + fi+i(y) 
As in case 2ii)a, K - {ai — k) < zf, then 
y* = K - {ai — li), X* = tti - li 
U K - (ai - li) > zf, then 
y* = mm(K - zf, bi — k) 
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K- (ai -li) <y <K, then 
Fi(y; K, li) = (7i + ai)(K - y) — (a,-. - li)ai + fi+八y) 
This case is similar to 2i) 
Combining (2i), (2ii) and (2iii), we can get x* 二 mW(min(K — z!, k -
li),max{K - zf,0), at - /,) 
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And 
Vi(K-k) 
=-cxi(ai - li) ^ fi+i{K) 
,iov K < zl 
=li{K - z}) - ai{ai - k-K + z}) + f“八 zl) 
,for zl < K < z} + (ai - h) 
=li{ai - k) -\-fi+\(K - (ai - li)) 
* 
，for zj + {tti - li) <K<zf-\- (ai 一 h) 
= - zf) ^ 
’ for zf + (tti - li) < K < zf + hi - k 
,for > zf, + hi — li 
\ 
Therefore, the optimal replenishment policy is as follows： 
If li > ai, X* = mid(K — zf, 0，hi - k)] 
If li < ai，x* = mid{mm{K — z-, hi — [j), max(K' — zf^ 0), a,- — k) 
；where m\d(u,v,w) = v \f u <v <w. Q.E.D. 
Using Theorem 4 is readily implementable computationally. When 
the driver arrives station i, he can just input the current station in-
ventory level and the traveling time from i - 1 to i and compute the 
optimal solution 
In next chapter, compare the performance of 2 stochastic models 
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studied here using numerical examples. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 6 
Numerical example 
In this Chapter, we use an example to illustrate the problem we dis-
cussed above. We consider a sample with n = 3 stations and a vehicle 
carrying K units of inventory which is going to arrive to the first sta-
tion. We named the first station to be visited by the vehicle as station 
1 and the last one as station 3. Without special mention, we use the 
followings parameters: 
Station capacity; bi = 20,62 = 20,63 二 24 
Station Safety Level: a\ = 11,02 = 1 0 , = 12 
Station Unit Profit: 71 二 30,72 = 88,73 = 40 
Station Unit Penalty: oii = 25, a2 = 20,0:3 = 15 
38 
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6.1 Comparing decision made before and after ar-
rival of station 
In this subsection, we compare the difference in the expected return 
of using the two stochastic models. We assume that the inventory 
available before arrival to station I \s K = 20. If we use the model 
in section (5.1), the vehicle makes the decision of delivery before the 
arrival to station 1. We will compare the expected return of the decision 
made by (5.1) with the decision made in (6.2), where the decision was 
made after realizing the station 1 inventory level l\. Table 6.1 shows 
the difference between the two models. Unless the two models make 
the same decision for station 1, the expected return by model in (5.1) is 
smaller than the one in (5.2). In model (5.2), we decide the inventory 
allocation to a station after realizing the remaining inventory. We can 
see that the additional profit is greater when the station inventory is 
lower than expected. In mathematical terms, let x be the optimal 
solution obtained by the model in section (5.1), i.e., 
X = argmaXx{Ei.[jimin(x, bi - k) 一 ai(ai - k 一 + Vi+\(K — x)]} 
From the model in section (5.2), 
we denote 
Fi{x] K, li) = ^iX — ai(ai - k - + fi+i{I< 一 x) 
The value of information in realizing the station remain inventory level 
before making decision xi is: 
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6.2 Relation between K and k 
Now we illustrate the relationship between the vehicle carrying inven-
tory K and the station 1 inventory level in terms of the model based on 
(5.2). Here the vehicle capacity K varies from 0 to 30 and the station 
1 inventory level li varies from 0 to 20. We can see this relationship 
ill Figure 6.1. The maximum expected profit is achieved when K is 
large and the station inventory level li is low. This is also illustrated 
in Figure 6.2, where we fixed the vehicle with large value of K and 
found that the expected profit is decreasing as value of k increases. 
This results from inventory not sold to station 1 but salvaged after the 
trip. However, when the inventory in the vehicle is tight, the expected 
return will increase with the inventory level l\. This is illustrated in 
Figure 6.3. 
6.3 Relation between unit penalty / cost value 
with K 
Here we would like to illustrate the relationship between the unit 
penalty and cost among all the stations. 
Observation. Under the case k < ai，ifyi+ai 2 7j.+Q:j’：/. 二 i+1,…’几， 
then X* > m'm(K, bi — li). 
We will use the following parameters for the example. 
Station capacity: bi 二 20’ 6-2 二 20, bs = 24 
Station Safety Level: ai = 11, a2 = 10, aa == 12 
Station Uni t Profit: 71 = 40，72 二 40，o^3 = 40 
Station Uni t Penalty: 0L2 — 20, a^ = 10 
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In Figure 6.4 we see how the replenishment decision for station 1 
changes with the unit penalty 71 (ranging from 0 to 30) when vehi-
cle inventory is K. When the station unit penalty 71 is smaller than 
10, the value 71 十 a\ is the smallest among all the stations and station 
1 will be replenishment unless the vehicle carrying inventory K is large 
enough to fulfil the station requirement of stations. When 71 is smaller 
than 20, its 71 + ai stays in the middle of station 2 and 3. Finally, 
when 7i is larger than 20, 71 + a\ > 50, which is the largest among 
stations 2 and 3. In this situation station 1 has the highest priority 
to receive inventory from the vehicle and fill up to at least the safety 
level, i.e. x* > min(/(，6i -1\)-
• End of chapter. 
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Remain inventory Expected Return Expected Return Percentage 
in station i ⑷ by (5.1) by (5.2) difference 
0 686.0148 627.0712 8.6005 
1 697.4380 652.0712 6.4562 
2 708.1999 677.0712 4.3785 
3 718.2566 702.0712 2.2284 
4 727.0712 727.0712 0 
5 735.3859 727.0712 1.0884 
6 743.5551 727.0712 2.4161 
7 751.6111 727.0712 3.1957 
8 759.5181 727.0712 4.2161 
9 767.1328 727.0712 5.2151 
10 774.1670 727.0712 6.0724 
11 780.1702 727.0712 6.7949 
12 780.1702 727.0712 6.7949 
13 780.1702 727.0712 6.7949 
14 780.1702 727.0712 6.7949 
15 780.1702 727.0712 6.7949 
16 780.1702 697.0712 10.6410 
17 780.1702 667.0712 14.4871 
18 780.1702 637.0712 18.7179 
19 780.1702 607.0712 22.1795 
20 780.1702 577.0712 26.0256 
Table 6.1: Comparing the result from two stochastic model 
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Fixed K with large value 
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Figure 6.2: Comparing 1 with Fixed Large K 
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Fixed K = 3 
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Figure 6.3: Comparing 1 with Fixed small K 
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Figure 6.4: Decision made with difference K and penalty value 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, we modeled and solved the Vendor Managed Inventory 
problem in which the demand along a given the route is changing over 
time. Given the route of a vehicle, the driver needs to decide each sta-
tion's replenishment quantity. We used the oil tank as the example to 
illustrate our problem. In fact, this model can also be applied to many 
vendor managed inventory problems such as vending machines, super-
market chains etc. The driver faces the trade-off of fulfilling the current 
station's needs or reserving oil for later stations. By not satisfying the 
stations safety level, the vehicle faces a penalty. The penalty lose and 
the profit gains by delivering to different stations are not necessarily 
the same for all stations. 
In the first part of this thesis, we assume that the demand in all 
stations is stationary and decreasing. We used the profit, and penalty 
functions to order the stations in two lists. By the greedy algorithm, 
we can be solved the problem optimally. The ordering of the sta-
tions showed the importance of the stations; this characteristic was 
also shown in the part where station demands were assumed to be 
47 
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stochastic. 
In reality, the stations demand are known probabilistically. We 
developed 2 stochastic demand model. In the first model, the driver 
plans for the replenishment decision without knowing the customer's 
tank level. We found the optimal condition for the solution in this 
setting. However, obtaining more information allows for a better de-
cision. In the second setting, we assumed the driver sees the realized 
demand for the currently visited customer, but he still does not know 
the demand for subsequent customers. We provide the optimal policy 
for this problem based on two threshold values for the inventory level 
of the current station. We also compare the advantage gained by the 
later setting using a numerical example. 
Among the two stochastic demand settings, the benefit of the latter 
results from knowing the current station inventory level and by the 
better forecast for the following stations. The actual travel time from 
the previous station to the current one provide a probability distribu-
tion update for later stations. Investigating valuable extensions of our 
model that include the following. 
1. Incorporating the routing problem 
The vehicle routing problem itself is a difficult problem and deals with 
an optimal for visiting the stations. The typical vehicle routing problem 
is the Traveling Salesman Problem which is known to be NP-hard. It is 
interesting to extend our results to the case where the route is no longer 
fixed. The problem will not only consider the profit and penalty cost, 
but also the traveling cost to all stations. Less important stations may 
no longer be visited because the savings from skipping these stations 
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are larger then the penalty and the lost sales. 
2. Vehicle taking multi-product 
Retail chains usually store multiple items. Then the vehicle needs to 
carry more then one types of inventory. Then, the capacity of the 
vehicle is exhausted by several products. If we fix the space available 
for each product, the problem reduces to the one considered in this 
thesis. However, if the space is not fixed, we have a very interesting 
space allocation problem. 
口 End of chapter. 
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